Under this agreement for 2014
Redland District Special School will receive $46,194

This funding will be used to

- Increase the level of literacy and numeracy attainment to 3 top scales for each student accessing junior secondary curriculum based on data provided in each student's assessment bank.
- Increase the engagement of students in the early years and junior secondary years in the areas of numeracy through the use of YUMI Deadly Mathematics using explicit teaching strategies as documented in the school Annual Implementation Plan.
- Improve teacher pedagogy of literacy and mathematics through focused professional development provided through YUMI Deadly Mathematics and Jane Farrall Developing Literacy in Special Needs Classrooms supported by school based coaching and learning teams.

Our strategy will be to

- Pre and post-test all early years and junior secondary students using YUMI Deadly Mathematics to collect benchmark and distance travelled data.
- Plot all early years and junior secondary year students on the communication matrix to collect benchmark and distance travelled data.
- Pre and post-test all students accessing Prep to Year 2 curriculum using Early Start materials to collect benchmark and distance travelled data.
- Create an assessment bank for all early years and junior secondary students.

Evidence
- Evidence of effectiveness of YuMi Deadly Maths, YuMi Deadly Centre, Queensland University of Technology.
Great Results Guarantee

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Participating in the YUMI Deadly Maths program for 2 years, with the first year funded by Great Results  $10,000
- Engaging Jane Farrall for workshop, school visit and consultation services  $10,000
- Purchasing resources to support visible engagement in literacy and mathematics programs including interactive and adaptive technologies  $20,000
- Supporting and building teacher capacity to engage in professional coaching and learning teams  $6,194

Jenny Hart
Principal
Redland District Special School

Dr Jim Watterston
Director-General

*Based on 2013 data. To be updated when 2014 enrolment data is finalised.